Based on the play A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen
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State director Antonio C. Guijosa · Musical composition Josete Ordóñez

SYNOPSIS
Nora is based on the play A Doll´s House by Henrik
Ibsen. Through the language of dance NORA deals with
themes such as the search for one’s own identity and
the freedom of the individual.
In the course of the plot, an internal struggle between
herself and the established norms makes Nora realise
her life has been an act to please other people and to fit
into the world where she has had to live. The tension
within her finally unleashes her true personality she has
hidden within; this results in her total rupture with the
surrounding world. She accepts the consequences and
embarks on a new, unconventional way of life.
The adaptation of A Doll´s House to a dance language
permits us to revisit it through a current perspective; it
also enforces the key message, and enables a greater
diffusion transcending language barriers.
“The review of the main character of ‘A Doll´s House’, from
a current point of view deepens into a debate that is more
present than ever: the place of women in our society. The
language of dance allows us to see Nora -and her rejection
of the place given to her- from an emotional and sensitive
perspective, freed from the intellectual discourse that
usually accompanies her” - Antonio C.Guijosa.

Adaptation: Esther Tablas · Antonio C. Guijosa
Choreographer: Esther Tablas
Stage direction: Antonio C. Guijosa
Musical composition: Josete Ordóñez
Performer: Ana del Rey / Esther Tablas
Musician: David Torrico
Voice-over:
· Nora: Carmen del Valle
· Helmer: Manuel Galiana
· Aksel: Juan Carlos Mestre
Lighting design: Olga García (AAI)
Costume design: Carmen17
Set design: Mónica Teijeiro
Sound design: Mar Navarro
Video: Beatrix Molnar

ESTHER TABL AS
Chore o grapher and p er former
Graduated with Honours in Higher Grade of Choreography
and Performance of Spanish Dance and Flamenco at
Con- servatory of "Maria de Ávila" in Madrid, Technical
Architecture at the Polytechnic of Madrid and studies of
Scenery at RESAD (Royal School of Dramatic Arts, Madrid).
Esther Tablas collaborates as a dancer in some of the
most important companies such as Ballet-Theatre Rafaél
Aguilar Company, Rafael Amargo Company and Dançem
Antonio Márquez Company.
She runs Rajatabla Danza since 2007, where she
develops outstanding choreographic projects such as
Enfermedades del Silencio (Diseases of Silence,) winner
of the 16th Choreography Contest of Spanish Dance and
Flamenco in Madrid.
On the 29th November 2014 she premiered her last
show, #am@r (#l@ve), at Paco Rabal Theatre in Madrid.
Comunidad de Madrid has supported this project and it
has also benefit from an artistic residency at Teatros del
Canal in Madrid. Besides, this piece has also been
supported by eDarling and impulsARTS.
Esther Tablas combines her activities as a choreographer
and performer with other activities like choreographic
and movement workshops for actors.
She is currently on tour with her new scenic and research
project, Nora, based on the Doll House of the Norwegian
dramatist H.Ibsen.

ANA DEL REY
Per former
Born in Madrid in 1987. She studied Spanish Dance at the
Royal Professional Dance Conservatory Mariemma, where
she graduated in 2006, thus beginning her professional
career as a performer.
At the same time that she develops her stage activity , she
studied for a higher degree in the specialty of
choreography and interpretation of Spanish dance, at the
María de Ávila Superior Dance Conservatory; where it ends
in 2014 with outstanding rating.
Since 2006, she has been part, as a corps dancer and
soloist dancer, of the most important Spanish dance
companies in the country: Antonio Gades Foundation
Company, Nuevo Ballet Español Rojas y Rodríguez,
Enclave Español (directed by Antonio Pérez and David
Sánchez), Spanish Suite Company (directed by Ricardo
and Rosario Castro), Iberian Dance Company, Rajatabla
Dance and Theater Company; Workshop Estudio Ballet
Nacional de España / TEBNE (under the direction of José
Antonio Ruiz), dancer in the film Iberia by the filmmaker
Carlos Saura and dancer from the Spanish pavilion at the
2010 Shanghai World Expo (both productions with
choreography directed by Aída Gómez); and Sara Cano
Dance Company, Max award for the best Choreography
for their production Vengo!.
He creates choreographies for his own co-productions
such as “Together in the same way”, premiered at the Sala
Triángulo / Teatro del Barrio, “Verona” (together with the
Madrid rock band, La Ley de Mantua); and “Agua y Fuego
en el piano”, together with the pianist Laura Solano.
She combines her career as a performer with teaching
Spanish dance, ballet and flamenco in Madrid and
intensive courses at international level.

ANTONIO C. GUIJOSA
Stage Manager
Degree in stage management from R.E.S.A.D. in
Madrid. Stage manager, management assistant,
assistant stage manager, and audio-visual editor.
He has been assistant manager to Ernesto Caballero
and Ignacio Garcia with whom he worked on fifteen
stage setups in theatres such as the National Drama
Centre, the Spanish Theatre, The Zarzuela
[‘Traditional Spanish Operetta’] Theatre, and the
National Company of Classical Theatre.
In his career as a director he has mounted twelve
shows, including FairPlay, by Antonio Rojano,
Claudio, tío de Hamlet (Claudio, Hamlet's uncle), by
Ozkar Galán, Interior, by Maeterlink, Marble, by
Marina Carr, Contra la democracia (Against
Democracy), by Esteve Soler, Espacio disponible
(Available Space), by Javier Manzanera and Celia
Nadal and Iphigenia in Vallecas, by Gary Owen.
In addition to Nora's, it has also carried out the
Scenic Direction of Enfermedades del Silencio
(Diseases of Silence), Antígona (Antigone) and
Desde la Oscuridad (From the darkness), also by
Esther Tablas.

JOSE TE ORDOÑE Z
Musical Comp osition
He began his professional artistic career in 1984, after years of
musical studies in different styles (flamencojazz), and with different
teachers (Juan Maya Marote, Serranito, Tomatito, Steve Brown, Eddy
Goltz, Sean Leavytt, and others).
Since 1985 he works as the first guitarist in La Maestranza, flamenco
tablao of Madrid, and same time combine said work with their first
tours with different dance flamenco companies.
In 1992 he founded Elementales, music group instrumental, with
which he performs more than 150 concerts, and record three albums
with excellent journalistic criticism of the specialized press.
During the work with Elementales, he investigates in the roots of
popular music, and start studying other instruments, interested in the
production record company.
In the summer of 2008 he published his first album in solitaire, "By the
Sea". Your second musical work in solitaire "Pedro Paez" (2012) is a
sound map about the adventure of an almost unknown jesuit who left
from a small town in Madrid until get to Ethiopia being the first
European to see the sources of the Nile.
His third project "Objetos Perdidos" (2015) is a musical tribute to the
pioneers of silent movies.

DAVID TORRICO
Musician
Guitarist and composer, his musical career begins very
young, with groups of different styles, and he
immediately decides to dedicate himself to his solo music.
He has shared the stage with artists such as Antonio
Vega, Luis Pastor, Pedro Guerra, Ariel Rot, Eliseo Parra
and Jorge Drexler. Among his works are "Canciones de
mi cajón" (2002), "No hay naufragar" (2003), "Pigmentos"
(2006) and "David Torrico Trío En directo" (2008) all selfproduced.
Throughout his career he obtains residencies and musical
scholarships of the highest prestige such as the Residence
of the Antonio Gala Foundation or the Scholarship of the
Fundación Música Creativa. He is a semifinalist in
numerous contests as a singer-songwriter and obtains the
1st Prize in the First Songwriting Competition "Rosas en
el mar" organized by the cultural association Yemayá de
Madrid (2011) and the Prize for the best lyrics in the XIII
Elche Songwriters Contest (2011).
He has performed his music innumerable occasions in
the most important halls and theaters of the Madrid
musical circuit, by diverse places of the Spanish
geography and also in tours by Brazil, Morocco
(organized by the Cervantes Institute) or Cuba.
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